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The Mudguard

Welcome to Issue 81

Welcome to the spring edition of Mudguard with a variety of articles.
Our main stories are the perennial ones about cyclists and motorists, the
confrontation and the lack of understanding. David Lane asks if driver
trainer would help and Paul Rees asks for cyclists to be more considerate.
As a campaigning group we were busy in 2017 and will renew our efforts
in 2018. Matt Banbury has summarised the recent campaigns.
With spring is just around the corner, now’s the time to clean and check
your bike ready for the better weather. We have top tips from Cycle
Canterbury, The London Cyclist and Sustrans on getting your bike out of
hibernation.

Sharing the road amicably! Is driver training the answer?
Kent is the worst county in
England for road accidents.
In 2016 alone, there were 4427
crashes on Kent’s roads, killing
or injuring 6122 people and, on
present data, Kent has no
chance of meeting its 2020
targets for reducing deaths and
serious injuries on the county’s
roads.
As human ‘error’ is a factor in
most collisions it’s interesting that
in 2017 53590 motorists in Kent
were ‘ticketed’ for breaking
speed limits and 1096 motorists
fined for using a mobile phone
while driving. Anyone know how
‘error’ comes into speeding and
using a mobile? In fact, about

50% of motorists admit to
breaking traffic laws. Bizarrely,
about two-thirds of motorists
think they are safer drivers than
most.
Cyclists are, sadly, not all angels
or even sensible and considerate
road users - they’re solely to
blame for about one-third of the
collisions involving a bike and a
motor vehicle. Not good, but
better than the 60% of collisions
for which a driver is responsible.
There can be little doubt that
measures to improve drivers’
skills and attitudes could result in
substantial improvements in road
safety.

●
Ensure that drivers
understand cyclists’ needs and
respect their safety;

Cycling
UK
has
recently
published a briefing on driver
training, testing and licensing
which
contains
many
recommendations that could lead
to improvements in road safety
for all road users.

●
Ensure that drivers
understand why the rules of the
road matter (eg on speed limits
or mobile phones);

One of the starting points for their
recommendations is, “All road
users
share
a
social
responsibility to respect the rules
of the road and one another’s
safety.”

●
Filter our unsafe,
overconfident, underprepared,
medically unfit and/or
irresponsible motorists.
To deal with these failings,
Cycling UK recommendations
cover areas such as:
●
making the driving test
more rigorous and broadly based
by, for example, including driving
in 20mph zones, giving more
weight to hazard perception,
raising the minimum age for
taking a driving test to 18 and
having eye tests carried out by
opticians not the driving
examiner

Volvo Trucks campaign, See and Be
Seen, is intended to improve safety
awareness among cyclists and other
vulnerable road-users.

●
expanding driver training
to include more supervised onroad sessions and cycle
awareness

The briefing then identifies the
primary obstacles to achieving
this, namely that “[the] current
training and testing system does
not do enough to:

●
encouraging driving test
candidates to undertake cycle
training

●
Instil the attitudes and
awareness needed for safe
driving in general;

●
promoting refresher
training for all drivers and formal
re-testing for older drivers
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●
including cycle
awareness and training into
remedial courses for people
who’ve committed traffic offences
and having all disqualified drivers
take a compulsory re-test linked
to remedial training.

they are
respond.

not

sure

how

to

It’s interesting to get a feeling for
others’ views but these just
emphasise how the view from
behind the windscreen is partial
and limited. Because of this,
we’re thinking of asking Kent
County Council to develop a
course specifically to give
motorists an understanding of
what it’s like to cycle, perhaps
something along the lines of their
HASTE driver training course. If
you think this is a good idea, let
us know and we’ll work up a
campaign for this. – David Lane

One section of the briefing
summarises how motorists see
cyclists.

The Cycling UK briefing, Driver
training, testing and licensing, is
available on their website at
https://www.cyclinguk.org/campai
gning/views-and-briefings/drivertraining-testing-licensing

Potholds – why cyclists alter course

Generally, motorists are just
‘moderately
impatient’
with
cyclists and don’t have strong
feelings about us - thanks, guys but when pushed are negative
about cyclists unpredictability,
slowness,
behaviour
and
stressed by their vulnerability. As
many drivers have no experience
of cycling they lack a contextual
understanding
of
cyclists’
behaviour - their weaving all over
the road is our dodging a pothole
- and assume all cyclists exhibit
the
same
faults.
Overall,
motorists see cyclists as an “‘outgroup’ who are unpredictable and
behave
so
differently
to
themselves (the ‘in-group’) that

A plea to cyclists – civility
on the roads
Recently while driving along an A
road, a fully equipped mountain
biker came up fast behind me,
went through a give way sign and
forced me to brake hard. This
has happened before with
roadies and utility cyclists. Each
time I think that, in a different
situation, it would have lost the
support of yet another motorist
for cyclists and wasted some of
my time campaigning.
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Talking
to
a
non-cycling
volunteer who has been abused
by cyclists in the wrong, made
me think about cyclists and
roadcraft and how the standard
of cyclists' roadcraft has dropped
considerably over the years.

the roads are safe to ride. This
encourages anti-cyclist behaviour
by other road users. It sets the
cyclists’
cause
back
considerably.
Today children learn to cycle on
the pavement. This is fine so
long as parents teach them to
give way to pedestrians and
ensure that they progress to
roads and cycle paths safely.
This seems not to be the case
and I believe that many of these
children who become drivers
have never learned how to cycle
safely, maintain their bikes and
be conscious of surfaces. They
have not learned how to cope
with weather conditions or road
surfaces
and
their
driving
standards in modern cars which
shelter the driver from the
environment, reflect this.

I have been cycling on the roads,
for around 66 years, initially day
rides, later when about 10,
touring parts of the West Country
with a school friend. We took
pride in our roadcraft, cycling
assertively but being observant,
courteous and considerate to
other road users, whether alone
or later in larger groups of
teenagers. We did our best not to
inconvenient faster traffic or other
road users. People will comment
that there is more traffic now.
Back then, vehicles were slower
but less safe with poor visibility,
handling and brakes. Bike lights
were poor, there was no “hi viz”
and amongst my friends &
colleagues, a much less “press
on at all cost” attitude by road
cyclists.

If
cyclists
behaved
with
consideration on the roads and
complied with the Highway Code,
other road users can hardly
complain when we ask for safer
facilities or have complaints
about drivers. The cyclist I saw
on an A road out of Dover might
well be entitled to ride in the
centre of the lane, slow down
and drink, but he was not
considering the queue of drivers
behind, many driving to work.
Postponing that drink for a
couple of minutes and continuing

Spokes campaigns for cyclists
but many times I have seen
cyclists pass through a red light,
weave through traffic with no
regard for drivers' blind spots,
use ultra-bright mountain bike
lights after dark which are set to
shine directly into driver's eyes or
hurtle down pavements where
6

at a steady speed would have
been much more considerate.

Getting by with a false
French accent and two
wheels

We must remember that the law
is not optional. It has built up
over many years to protect
society. It is not perfect, and
parts do need to change, but we
have recognised democratic
ways of changing it. If we simply
ignore the law, we lower
ourselves to the level of other
lawbreakers. I am sure that the
cyclist who went through a red
light would be most put out and
scream for police action if
someone stole his precious bike.
But what is the difference
between him and the thief? They
are both ignoring laws. Indeed, to
pass through a red light could
easily cause death or injury,
either of the cyclist or another
road user or pedestrian if a
vehicle has to swerve and mount
the pavement - it has happened.

Peter Cummings joins a
Dynamobile ride in Belgium
and the Netherlands
Arriving by bike in a strange city
can feel a bit lonely but upon
asking a fellow cyclist at some
traffic lights for directions, it was
soon apparent that I was on the
right track and not alone.
“Well, I actually live near the
Atomium,”
she
said,
“and
normally, I would offer to show
you the way, but I have to pick up
some equipment to do an
interview for Dynamobile but it’s
in the opposite direction.”

I think the time has come for
Spokes and the Forums to
actively campaign for safe,
considerate cycling and cyclists'
compliance with the law as part
of its campaigning for better
facilities for cyclists. After all,
most of us are pedestrians and
many are drivers too. - Paul
Rees
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“Dynamobile?”
I
repeated
somewhat taken aback. “But
that’s the group I’ve come to
meet up with later on today!” “Ah!
You must be the English guy
they said would be joining us!”

Later, after visiting the Atomium,
I made my way to the Evere
district, to meet the 40 others
who had come from outside
Brussels. Once again, there was
Baptistine
along
with
Dynamobile’s president, Anne
Gilbert and with Jean Pierre, both
familiar faces from Canterbury
earlier in the year.

And what a great start this was to
the 10-day tour I would be enjoy
with this Brussel -based cycling
organisation. For this was how
my
rather
unexpected
introduction to Baptistine Smets,
Dynamobile’s media and publicity
officer, took place. And as I rode
on, grinning from ear to ear, an
adapted version of the famous
phrase from that old film
‘Casablanca’ began to form in my
mind: “Of all the junctions in all
the cities of all the world,
someone going on the same bike
tour cycles into mine.”

I first heard of Dynamobile from
representatives who came over
to the city in April 2017 and
attended the Wheel Potential
anniversary day. Dynamobile,
like Spokes, are campaigners for
safer cycling and have been
organising annual tours, setting
out from Brussels, for the last 23
years. The cost of such tours is
kept low by the 150 or so
participants using schools or
sports
halls
for
makeshift
accommodation. Apart from a
few with tents, participants sleep
on inflatable mattresses in
sleeping bags. After a good day’s
cycling,
it’s
amazing
how
comfortably one can sleep on a
wooden floor!
Later, we rode to another
location, a charming old building
where we were treated to a
welcome buffet meal and drinks.
Many more local cyclists arrived
and the atmosphere soon
became very jolly! One volunteer
at the bar, upon finding out about
my lack of French commented,
‘Hey, so you’re an Englishman

Baptistine Smets, Dynamobile’s Media
and Publicity officer
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who can’t speak French among
150 French speakers who can’t
speak English – it sounds like
you’re well and truly stuffed!’ She
was only joking though, as many
could speak very good English
as well as Dutch and German, so
along with gestures, facial
expressions and a fake French
accent, language was never a
problem.

the large volume of vegetables to
prepare, every day a team of
volunteers from among the
cyclists would assist with peeling
veg and doing the washing up.
And the food was good! Healthy
vegetarian fayre. Each morning,
a large breakfast of cereals,
seeds, muesli and granola was
available along with bread and
cheese and a variety of spreads.
While
getting
breakfast,
participants made up their own
packed lunches (Note to self:
Take a decent sized sandwich
box along next time!).

Next day, Le Grande Depart
began from outside the town hall
where the full number of 150
cyclists had assembled. Heading
north, our first destination was
Herentals. During the day there
were adequate rest stops to look
at places of interest and we
arrived about 5.00pm. The tour’s
chef and his sons were there
already, setting up the mobile
kitchen.
This
pattern
was
repeated each day and, due to

The tour was relaxing and well
organised. We all had printed
colour booklets with the map
section for each day with
descriptions written in French
and Dutch (not English though).
The pace was easy going and
there were generous breaks with
9

Can you help?

time to look around or even go
swimming on a few occasions.
Route leaders liaised with the
numerous marshals who went
ahead to be in place on each and
every junction, so there were
never any navigation issues. In
fact, on my own after the tour, I
really missed not having to
navigate for myself!

Cyclerecycle Herne Bay has
been up and running for about
four years. It is run by Dan
Taylor, and takes in orphan
machines, fixes them up to
rideable standard and beyond,
and sells them at very
reasonable prices. There is a
group of staff and helpers who
work on the bikes, and are
committed and happy to be
there. The premises are several
large rooms in Christchurch on
William Street. There is a
considerable stock of bikes
awaiting refurbishment/sale.

What really impressed me was
the wide range of participants.
These ranged from the elderly,
some with e-bikes and, in
particular, an elderly man who
was completely without sight,
riding as the stoker on a tandem.
On the other hand, there were
young children, some of whom
rode in trailers, including a ninemonth old baby, and older
children who rode their own bikes
with their parents.
Next July, Dynamobile are
planning on coming to Kent for
part of their 2018 tour, taking in
Canterbury, Ashford, Rye and
Folkestone if all goes according
to plan. The Kent countryside,
while perhaps not as flat as in
Belgium, will surely be a real
treat for those who participate in
Dynamobile 2018! - Peter
Clements

Alas, Dan is having to give up
this enterprise and is searching
for someone, or a group, to take
over the business (it’s a
Community Interest Company,
CIC) lock, stock and bearings
and run it along similar lines.
For further information interested
parties should contact Frank on
corbleguthrie@yahoo.co.uk

http://www.dynamobile.net/
(French and Dutch only but lots
of photos)
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Breeze! Getting More Women Cycling!

Throughout
2018
we
are
celebrating 100 years since the
first legislation was passed which
allowed women to vote in the UK.
The bicycle was once a symbol
of women's emancipation, with
suffragettes taking to two wheels
to spread their message on equal
rights.

about safety, age, fitness, sexual
harassment and issues around
appearance.

But figures show there’s a big
gender divide when it comes to
cycling. About 50% fewer women
than men cycle twice a week or
more and, according to Sustrans,
when it comes to cycling on the
roads, the number drops again.
Commonly cited reasons for
shunning the benefits of getting
into the saddle include concerns

HSBC UK Breeze is British
Cycling’s female cycling network
that offers free bike rides for
women of all abilities across the
nation. Designed to break down
the barriers or inhibitions that
women may have about cycling,
these rides enable women to ride
together with confidence.

With this in mind, in 2011, British
Cycling launched a programme
to redress the balance, aimed at
getting one million more women
on their bikes by 2020.
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There are now more than 2,000
trained volunteer ride leaders,
the Breeze Champions, who
organise and lead women-only
rides. So far over 170,000
women have taken part in the
Breeze initiative during the past
six years.

Whatever your expectations, you
can be sure a Breeze ride will be
a fun, friendly social experience,
where nobody is left behind. And,
if coffee and cake are part of the
appeal of cycling for you, be
assured that there is usually a
café stop at some point in the
proceedings!

In east Kent, there are regular
rides throughout the year starting
from Herne Bay, Faversham and
Maidstone with more rides from
Ashford and New Romney during
the summer. There are plenty of
other rides too, as Breeze
Champions often organise rides
in response to requests from
women in their area.

Breeze Champion and double
Olympic
champion,
Joanna
Rowsell Shand, is a proud
ambassador of the programme.
She wants women, whatever
their level, to get involved and
enjoy cycling in their local area.
She believes many people like
the idea of riding bikes but find it
too much hassle for a number of
reasons. Many think you must
have specialist clothing and gear
and be super fit. Joanna believes
that lycra is not essential and is a
great believer in wearing what
you like. She is a strong
advocate of a town bike. It
eliminates a lot of hassle like
traffic queues and pay and
display machines. It gets you

There’s a ride level to suit
everyone - Easygoing, Steady
and Challenging. As everyone’s
needs are different, some rides
give women the skills and
confidence to cycle more as part
of their everyday lives while
others are for women interested
in taking part in longer cycle
challenges or charity rides.
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closer to the shops, gets you
fitter and saves you money.

Thomson set off on bikes with
Frank Guthrie leading the way on
the wheelchair transporter trike,
kindly loaned by Wheel Potential,
which was loaded with the tools
ready for the task ahead. Photo

Breeze is currently looking for
more Breeze Champions, with
twenty courses at various
locations throughout the UK. If
you’re interested in becoming a
Breeze Champion or would like
to find a ride,
visit letsride.co.uk/breeze to find
out more. The next course in
Kent is 14 April – location to be
arranged.

The first grid needing attention
and probably the most
challenging, was the one located
at Tonford Lane bridge. The
gravel itself was at another
location though, about half a mile
away. Known only to Sustrans
rangers, this ‘secret source’ of
prime Coxwell gravel, left over
from when the route was first
laid, is hidden beneath some
vegetation, and is the ideal
material for effective repairs.

Sorting out the cattle grids
On an icy Saturday morning last
December, a willing band of
Sustrans volunteers gathered at
Toddlers Cove with a task ahead
of them – to improve the
approach to those much-loved (!)
cattle grids on the Great Stour
Way. The necessary permission
from the landowner had been
obtained (with help from Katie
Cullen from KCC), and the risk
assessment completed and
forwarded to the landowner along
with Sustrans insurance details
and we were all set to proceed.
Together with Helen Fisher,
Sustrans South of England coordinator, the Canterbury area
volunteers met in the icy car park
at Toddlers’ Cove. Our doughty
band of rangers comprised of
Allan Crawley, Beatrice Shire,
David Spencer, Jack Goodhew,
Janus Moorhouse and Mark

Repairs to the Tonford Lane section
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The original idea was to load a
wheelbarrow with said gravel,
then to move this to each
location using a barrow resting
on the platform of the wheelchair
transporter trike. Unfortunately, it
was soon discovered that a
wheelbarrow was too big for the
platform and therefore any
barrows would have to be
wheeled manually back to the
site. Thankfully though, Frank
had brought some heavy-duty
canvas holdalls which were then
filled with the grit and so Frank
rode back to meet the others at
Tonford Lane. Meanwhile the
others had been busy preparing
the surface by ‘roughing it up’ a
bit with the rake. In hot pursuit
were two more rangers, one
pushing a loaded wheelbarrow
and the other a bicycle. Maybe
‘hot pursuit’ is a bit of an
exaggeration, but taking it in
turns to push the barrow and the
bike was a wise move as the
load seemed to mysteriously
increase in weight as the journey
progressed along with one’s
arms seeming to become
proportionately longer!

using the surface leaving only
minimal tyre ruts.
The next grid was soon
completed in a similar manner,
again with Frank taking a load of
bagged gravel on the transporter
with four of us manning two more
wheelbarrows. By now, time was
getting on and the rangers would
have been quite justified in
leaving the last grid until another
day but before we knew it, some
of the rangers came back having
already finished it! Job done.

Finally, Janus carries out the allimportant test run

The results were very good
indeed - the grids path was level
with the grids, making life for
cyclists much easier and safer.
But just as important, the
willingness of everyone to turn
out on a cold morning and the
team spirit that prevailed was
fantastic. It was also most
encouraging that Helen came
down all the way from Reading to
take part and I think we all agree
that she was very impressed to

The first repair required a lot of
material which was tamped down
solidly. As it was still cold with ice
on the path, it was difficult to
know whether the surface would
be hard enough or whether the
cold was making it seem more
solid than it actually was. But
soon, a few cyclists passed by
14

see and experience first-hand the
enthusiasm and can-do attitude
of the Canterbury rangers. Peter
Clements

they are alert to suspicious
activity. The information is also
collated for police officers so they
can get a better picture of rural
crime and where and how it is
taking place.

Keeping an Eye out
When cycling round the back
roads of Kent you sometimes
come across things you’d rather
not see, such as flytipping.
Country Eye is a free app
available for smartphones where
any illegal activity you see in
Kent can be reported quickly and
efficiently.

The Country Eye app identifies
four different rural categories
which make up the majority of
countryside incidents – theft,
farm crime, animal and wildlife
crime and heritage crime.
Please note that the app cannot
be used to report crime. People
can contact Kent Police at
https://www.kent.police.uk/servic
es/report-online/

A Canterbury pilgrimage
Early one close, foggy morning in
August 1884 Elizabeth Robin
Pennell and her husband,
Joseph, left their hotel and
wheeled their tandem tricycle out
of Russell Square. Only the
policeman finishing his last
rounds and trying the doors saw
them leave. It was the beginning
of a two day ride, a pilgrimage, to
Canterbury following the route
used by Chaucer’s travellers.

Developed in collaboration with
the Crime Rural Advisory Group
(CRAG), the app allows residents
and farmers to share information
on crime, suspicious behaviour
and damage. Information
uploaded to the app goes to a
secure central database and
accessed by Country Eye
volunteers, who have been fully
trained by Kent Police. The team
analyse and disseminate the
information and then broadcast it
out to other local app users so

Their journey didn’t start too well.
At London Bridge, hucksters
greeted them with cries and
pleasantries such as ‘Go on hind
one, you’ll catch up if you try
15

hard enough’. What is it about
tandems that brings out the idiot
in some people?

peacefully grazing, rooks cawing
overhead” - into the countryside
where “from tiny gardens,
overflowing with roses, children
waved their delight” - and on to
Crayford - “the gabled and
timbered cottages seemed to be
trying to climb one over the other
to reach a terrace of shining
white houses … About them all
was a feeling of warmth and light,
more like Italy than England.”
As they got closer to Gravesend,
the Pennell’s increasingly shared
the way with “the large army of
hop pickers who, every autumn,
come from London to make the
Kentish roads unsafe after dark
and the householder doubly
watchful. There were grey-haired
decrepit men and women, who
hobbled painfully along, and
could scarcely keep pace with
their more stalwart sons and
daughters; there were children by
the score, some of whom ran
gaily on, forgetting fatigue for joy
of the sunshine; others lagged
behind whimpering and weary;
and still others were borne in
their mothers’ arms.” Not quite
the image we have today of jolly
Londoners heading for their
working holiday in the hop fields.

The Pennells then found that the
Tabard Inn, where Chaucer’s
pilgrims had started their journey,
was now no more than a sign
hanging from a building on the
site. “How, it suddenly occurred
to us for the first time, could we
start from nothing. If ours had
nothing, would it be a genuine
pilgrimage. We rode on with what
good cheer we could.” Finally,
the big wheel of their tricycle
caught in a track in the Belgian
paving (setts) of the Old Kent
Road as they tried to avoid a cab
blocking the road. While they
worked to free the wheel, the
cabman sat scowling at them: “If
he had his way, he said, he
would burn all them things.”

As with the hucksters at London
Bridge, a couple on a tandem
tricycle proved irresistible to the
soon-to-be hop pickers. “‘Clear

Happily, things improved as they
left London on their way to
Gravesend. They cycled through
Blackheath - “sheep were
16

the path’ a man cried to the
woman walking with him, as we
coasted down the hill outside
Dartford. ‘ere’s a lady and a
gentleman on a happaratus arunning over us!’ … The sound of
their laughter still reached us as
we came into the village.” It’s the
way you tell ’em that makes the
difference.

shining softly in the sunlight with
here and there a windmill; but to
the left we could see far below us
the white line of the river winding
between the flat grey marshes …
Again we wheeled through small,
sleepy villages with church and
tower half hidden in clumps of
trees, and with red oasts, whose
crooked cowls loomed over the
red chimney-pots of the low
cottages: for we had come to the
hop country, and at every step
the land of Kent grew fairer.”

After lunch at Gravesend, they
set off for Rochester, which
“Having produced a castle and
ruined it, and a cathedral and
restored it, has ever since rested
on its laurels.” That evening and
next morning, the Pennells
explored Rochester and
concluded, “The town deserves
the name of Dulborough, given it
by Dickens; and so, indeed, our
little maid at the inn thought. She
had been up to London for a
month in the spring, and since
then she couldn’t abide
Rochester.”
The next day the Pennells left for
Canterbury and quickly came to
Chatham, where they had to
travel at a snail’s pace as the
“streets were as busy as those of
Rochester were idle.”

The hills between Sittingbourne
and Canterbury took their toll on
Elizabeth Pennell - she was an
inexperienced cyclist and found
back-pedalling hard and
exhausting. So though the
countryside was just as pretty
and the views just as delightful
she did not enjoy them. “The
heaviness had spread from the
road to my heart, and all

From there to Sittingbourne “our
journey was one of unmixed
pleasure. Now we passed on our
right a vast treeless expanse
divided into squares of green,
and golden, and brown, all
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joyousness had gone from me.”
A tiff with her husband about her
pedalling - “for some time we
rode on very silently” - didn’t
help. Nor did a kindly offer from a
gentleman in a pony trap to give
her a lift to Canterbury: it only
served “to add to my misery …
All this was hard to bear.”

Falstaff in St Dunstan’s before
setting out - on foot - to the
cathedral. There, the Pennells
paid their sixpences to join “the
ranks of a detachment of tourists”
led by a verger, “a grey bearded,
grey-haired man who kept his
eye sternly upon us.” After a
rambling tour of the cathedral,
the detachment, finally, ended at
the place where Becket was
murdered, “the shrine of the
saintly Thomas.”

Finally, they came to Boughton,
“a small village … with a squirrel
and dolphin staring at each other
amicably from rival inns’, and
joined the waggons, carts and
cycles being walked and led up
the hill. With Boughton Hill out of
the way, joy returned and tiffs
were forgotten in long downhills.
”Did I want to be driven into
Canterbury indeed? My
benevolent friend might now
have asked us to pull him in.”
Even the walk up the hill to
Harbledown could not dent their
mood: “we reached the top of the
hill [and] we saw in the plain
below the great Cathedral itself,
standing up far above the low red
roofs of Canterbury. We were
almost at our goal.”

“We had reached our goal. We
stood in the holy place for which
Monk and Knight, Nun and Wife
of Bath had left husbands and
nunnery, castle and monastery
and for which we had braved the
jests and jeers of London roughs,
and had toiled over the hills and
struggled through the sands of
Kent.”- David Lane

A campaigning club
Spokes continues to campaign
for improvements for cycling in a
number of areas. We are a
member of the newly formed
Canterbury City Council’s
Sustainable Transport
Forum. This forum includes a
number of community groups as
well as officers and members
from Canterbury City Council.
The next meeting has an agenda
item to discuss the Canterbury
Cycle Route Network. We have
responded to a number of

They spent the night at the
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consultations including the Sturry
Road bus Lane, asking for more
work to be completed on the
Stour Riverside Path which runs
roughly parallel and offers a
much safer route for cyclists in
this busy area.

is a planning application in your
area that you think should be
doing more to providing
sustainable transport, then
please do get in touch via
planning@spokeseastkent.org.uk
and we will be very happy to
collaborate on a response from
SPOKES. We urge members to
contact their local councillors
independently as well. - Matt
Banbury

Along with other groups and
individuals we have recently
opposed the planning for a multistorey car park in Station Road
West. Spokes has objected on
the grounds that more parking
would encourage more cars to an
already heavily congested and
polluted area. Rather than
spending £9.1 million on this
scheme to provide additional
parking for drivers to Canterbury
West, notably high speed train
passengers, the money would be
better spent on sustainable
transport options by improving
facilities for pedestrians, cyclists
and bus passengers.

New data protection
We are changing the way we
collect and use personal
information to keep in touch with
our members and supporters so
we comply with the new data
protection regulations which
come into force in May 2018.
We will be contacting
Spokes members to ask them to
review the information we have
about them and to let us know
their communication preferences.
As Spokes is not a wealthy
organisation, we'll be doing most
of this online with alternatives
available for people who prefer
other ways of doing this.

SPOKES has been working with
Canterbury Clean Air who has a
paper and an e-petition. To sign
https://democracy.canterbury.gov
.uk/mgEPetitionDisplay.aspx?ID=
104&RPID=11221831&HPID=11
221831 Please sign before
30.04.18.

Regarding online subscriptions to
Update and Mudguard, we will be
asking subscribers, including
Spokes members, to confirm
they want to receive these
publications by signing-up to
new mailing lists.

The committee tries to respond
to the larger plans and
consultations but we do not have
the resources to respond to as
many as we would like. If there
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ore information about what
members and subscribers must
do to opt-in to receiving
communications from Spokes will
be published in the March issue
of Update.

A third victory for
ClientEarth!
In February, environmental
lawyers ClientEarth won a third
case against the UK government
over the country’s illegal and
harmful levels of air pollution.

We aim to have completed
updating our membership
database and subscription lists
by 25 May 2018, when the new
regulations apply. If you have not
confirmed your membership
details by this date the only - and
last - communication you will
receive from us will be a
membership renewal notice. If
you have not re-subscribed to
our email newsletters by this
date, your records will be
deleted.

Judge Mr Justice Garnham
declared the government’s failure
to get action from 45 local
authorities with illegal levels of air
pollution was unlawful.
He insisted that these local
authorities must investigate and
identify measures to tackle illegal
levels of pollution in 33 towns
and cities as soon as possible –
as only 12 of the 45 were
projected to have legal levels by
the end of this year.

As part of the review of how we
use personal information, we're
also looking at the usage data
from our website, Facebook page
and other online resources to
clarify what usage information is
available and how we could
use it - currently we don't do
anything with it - to develop an
online data usage policy before
May.

"The Environment Secretary
must ensure that, in each of the
45 areas, steps are taken to
achieve compliance as soon as
possible, by the quickest route
possible and by a means that
makes that outcome likely," he
said.
This will be of great
embarrassment to ministers, as it
is the third time that they have
lost an air pollution court battle
against ClientEarth in the space
of three years.

Finally, we are updating our
privacy policy to make it clear
what information we collect about
individuals and organisations and
how we use this. This will be
added to our website shortly
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ClientEarth lawyer Anna Heslop
said: “The problem was
supposed to be cleaned up over
eight years ago, and yet
successive governments have
failed to do enough.

wheels turning. And, more
importantly, those that make
them stop! Here are a few
maintenance tips from Cycle
Canterbury to make a difference.
Lubrication - Oil

“The people who live in areas of
England and Wales covered by
this judgment deserve to be able
breathe clean air and the
government must now do all it
can to make that happen
quickly.”

Chains require a relatively light
oil. Oil will last a lot longer than a
spray-on lubricant, so you won’t
need to reapply it every other
ride.
Give your chain a good clean,
even warm soapy will be enough
here – Obviously removing any
built up muck (especially around
the rear derailleur area). When
lubricating the chain, the less you
use, the better! In fact, once
applying the oil (preferably a drop
on each chain link) it’s a good
idea to have a rag at hand, ready
to wipe off any excess.

The judge did reject ClientEarth’s
case concerning the
Government’s plans for five key
cities, including London. He said
the Government’s approach to
those cities was “sensible,
rational and lawful.” Still some
way to go!

Useful bike maintenance
tips for spring

The oil only needs to be a very
fine layer - the danger of not
wiping the excess oil off allows
dust and grit to stick to the chain,
creating a ‘clay like’ grinding
paste. This will wear your chain
down just as quickly as not using
any lubricant at all!
Regularly check the chain, and if
it seems dry, it’s time to reapply!
As you change through your
gears, the chain will displace
enough oil for the cogs, so you
shouldn’t need to apply any
further oil here.

Carrying out a few simple checks
from time to time will not only
ensure that your bicycle is safe to
ride but also help you get the
most life out of all those
components that keep the
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Lubrication – Aerosols

tell you when they need
replacing. Tyres looking thin on
the tread are easy to identify and
should also be replaced before
you get a series of punctures!
However checking the wear on
rims, chains, cassettes or bottom
brackets is not so obvious.

As aerosol lubricants are a lot
thinner than oil, they come out of
the can with quite a blast!
They’re fantastic for penetrating
those hard-to-get-at areas.
Great for both brake and gear
cables, of course, but also for the
brake and gear components.
After you clean your bike,
especially from a week of riding it
in wet weather, get your can of
spray and begin attacking those
cables. Be careful not to spray
any brake pads or braking
surfacing (rims or discs). Be
sure to give a little spray on any
pivot points on both brake and
gear components.

If you hear any unusual noises,
creaks, clicks or knocking, it’s a
good idea to seek professional
advice. The chances are that
something has worked its way
loose and simply needs
tightening. If you continue to ride
when a component is loose, it is
the more likely to cause damage.
This can potentially lead to
replacement parts being needed.
For lots more very useful
information on lubrication and all
bike maintenance, see
http://www.londoncyclist.co.uk/bi
cycle-lubrication/

If you are unsure if parts need
replacing, see your local bike
shop for some advice, they’ll
certainly have some pointers
here.

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/

Wear and tear
Having a wear line mark on your
brake pads is useful which will
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Looking forward to warmer weather - cyclists enjoying the sunshine and
fresh air at Bewl Water.
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